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0. It is well known and easy to prove that if a measurable sub-

group G of ra-dimensional Euclidean space Rn has positive ra-dimen-

sional Lebesgue measure, then G = Rn. In the first section we give an

analogue of this result for subgroups of real-valued sequences, where

the space R°° of all such sequences is given product normalized Gaus-

sian measure. In the second section we use this result to sharpen and

extend a zero-one law of Cameron and Graves [l].

1. In this section, R is the set of real numbers, R" is «-dimensional

Euclidean space, and i?°° is the set of all sequences (xi, x2, • • • ) of

real numbers. 03 is the class of Borel subsets of R, and (Bn (0T°) is the

corresponding product a-field over i?" (i?°°). We will use p. to denote

the Gaussian measure on ffiOT mentioned above. We say that a subset

of R°° is measurable if it is in the completion of ffi°° with respect to p.

Theorem. If G is a measurable subgroup of R°°, then either p,(G) = 0

or p(G) = 1.

Lemma. Suppose that f and g are bounded functions on Rn, each

measurable with respect to the p.-completion of (Bw. For each xERn, let gx

be the function on R™ defined by

gA\y)f((xi, • • -,«n,0, • • •) + y).

Let h be defined on Ra by

*(*) = /f(y)g*(y)ddy).

Then h is measurable with respect to (&n. If f ts continuous with respect

to the product topology on R™, h is continuous on Rn.

Proof, p. is a product measure each of whose factors has as density

the function <j>, where

<p(t) = (2*-)-1'' exp(-<2/2),       I £ R.

For each xER™, let
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A(x, z) =  I    f(yu • ■ • , y„, zu • • • )g(xi + yu ■ ■ ■ , xn + yn, zi, • ■ •)*V

■<p(yi) ■ ■ ■ (p(yn)dyi ■ ■ ■ dy„.

It follows from Fubini's theorem that

h(x) =  I   A(x, z)p(dz).

The translation-invariance of Lebesgue measure on A" yields

A(x, z) = J f(yi - Xi, ■ ■ ■ , yn - x„, zu ■ ■ ■ )g(yu • • • , y„, Zi, • • • )

■<j>(yi — xi) ■ ■ ■ <j>(y„ — xn)dyi ■ ■ ■ dyn.

Fix z. If / is continuous, the integrand is a continuous function of

xERn, and then so is A(x, z) by the bounded convergence theorem.

Another application of the bounded convergence theorem shows that

h(x)=fA(x, z)p(dz) is also continuous. Suppose/ is bounded and

measurable with respect to the ^-completion of (B°°. Then / is the

bounded p>almost everywhere limit of a sequence {/„} of functions

continuous on A™, and for each xERn

h(x) = lim I fn(y)g*(y)p(dy),
n   J

again by the bounded convergence theorem. But the pointwise limit

of functions continuous on An is Borel measurable on A", and the

proof is complete.

If we take /= 1 we have the following

Corollary. If f is bounded and measurable with respect to the p-

completion of (S>x, then ffxdp is continuous on Rn.

It should be noted that the map x—>p.(A +x) is not in general

continuous on AM. In fact, let

A = {x E A": lim(l/w)(xi + ■ ■ ■ + xn) = 0}.

Then p(A) = 1 by virtue of the strong law of large numbers. However,

if xik) = (l/k, 1/k, ■ ■ •), p(xw+A)=0, even though x<«->0 in the

product topology on A00.

Proof of theorem. If x£A°° and SERK, then x+S is the set of all

sequences x+y where yES, the addition being performed component-

wise. We say that x£AM is n-dimensional if xm = 0 for all m>n. Let
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G* be the union of all cosets x+G as x ranges over all w-dimensional

sequences and ra ranges over the positive integers. Clearly G* has the

property that if x£G* and if y differs from x in only finitely many

terms then y£G*. Once we show that G* is measurable it follows that

G* is a tail event, so either p(G*)=0 or p(G*) = 1 [4, p. 229]. Con-

sider the map y : x—>p,(x + G) of R°° into [0, 1 ]. For fixed ra, the restric-

tion of y to the set of ra-dimensional sequences x induces a map y{n)

of R" into [0, 1 ] which is continuous, by virtue of the above corollary.

But cosets x + G and y + G are either disjoint or identical, so the range

of 7(n) is countable. Since Rn is connected, this is possible only if y(n)

is constant, the constant necessarily equal to 7("'(0, 0, • • • ) =p(G).

If we assume that p(G)>0, it follows that {x + G:x finite dimen-

sional } is a finite class of sets. Since each of its members is a measur-

able subset of R°°, so is its union G*. Therefore G* is a tail set. Since

G*DG, we have ju(G*) = l.

We complete the proof by showing that G* = G. From what we

have already shown it follows that there are integers m and ra and

ra-tuples (x(i, 1), • ■ • , x(i, ra)), l^i^m such that

G* = G W (yi + G) W • • • U (ym + G),

where

yt = (x(i, 1), • ■ • , x(i, ra), 0, 0, • • • ),        Higw.

Let

A0 = {(xi, • • ■ , xn): (xi, • • • ,x„,0, • • ■) + G = G},

and for each i=l, ■ • ■ , m, let

At = (x(i, 1), • • • , x(i, ra)) + A0,

the addition being performed in R". If we observe that, because of the

lemma,

(xi, ••-,*„)-> u(((xu • • • , xa, 0, ■ ■ ■ ) + G) r\ G)

is Borel measurable, we see that A0 is Borel measurable, as are,

therefore, its translates A(, l^i^m. Since any coset of the form

(xi, • • • ,x„,0, • • • )+G has to be either G (in which case (xi, • • •, x„)

£/4o)oryj + Gforsomei=l, • • • , m (in which case (xi, • • • ,x„)£^4,),

it follows that {A0, • • • , Am} is a partition of Rn into Borel measur-

able sets. One of them, say Ak, has to have positive ra-dimensional

Lebesgue measure, in which case, as is well known, its difference set

Ak—Ak has to contain a cube. But Ak—Ak = A0, and Ao is a subgroup
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of A", so it follows that Ao = Rn, whence G* = G, and the proof is

complete.

2. In this section fi = C[0, 1 ], the class of all continuous real valued

functions. For each O^t^l, the function Xt is defined by

(1) Xt(u) = u(t),       co £ fi.

We define JF to be the smallest c-field over fi relative to which each

of the functions X, is measurable. If P is a probability measure of ff,

the quadruple (fi, JF, P, {A(}oS(Si) is called a process. The members

of fi are referred to as paths; we are considering, of course, only pro-

cesses on [0, 1 ] all of whose paths are continuous. In fact, we further

restrict ourselves only to Gaussian processes with mean 0, that is,

those for which

P{(Xh,---,Xtn)EB},       BE&n,

defines a Gaussian measure on A" for each subdivision 0^h< ■ ■ ■

<tH^l of [0, l] and each « = 1, 2, • • • (see [4, p. 462], where

"strongly normal" is used for "Gaussian") and where E(Xt)=0,

Ofst^l. ("E" denotes integration over fi with respect to the measure

P.) Such processes are completely determined by their covariance

function

V(s,t) = E{X(s)X(l)},       s,tE [0,1].

Mercer's Theorem states that the expansion

T(s, t) = E X„*„(s)*„(0
n—0

converges uniformly on [0, l]X [0, l], where the X„'s and SPVs are,

respectively, the positive eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the inte-

gral equation with kernel T(s, t):

f    T(S, t)*n(l)dt =  \n*n(s), 0  ^  S ^   1.
J o

We define

1     r1
(2) £„(co) = ——       Xt(w)^n(t)dt,        w E fi.

vX„./ o

The £„(w)'s thus obtained form a family of independent random

variables on (fi, ff, P), each normal with mean 0 and variance 1. If

we define Xn, » = 0, 1, • • • by
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n

Xn(t,0>)   =   SA{.(«)*.(0,
t-1

then Mercer's Theorem shows that E\ Xn(t) —Xt\2—»0 uniformly in t

[4, pp. 478-479]. The expression

(3) X(t, w) = zZ VK U")*n(t),       co £ 0,   Og/^1

is known as the Karhunen-Loeve expansion of the process {Xt, 0 ^ t^ 1}.

This expansion is valid for any real-valued Gaussian process on [0, 1 ]

with E(Xt) = 0. Since the functions ^„ are continuous on [0, l], a

sufficient condition for the continuity of almost all paths is that con-

vergence of the right hand side of (3) is uniform in / for almost all co.

This condition of almost sure uniformity is also necessary for the

continuity of the paths [2] so it prevails for the processes under

consideration here.

We say that a subset of fi is measurable if it is in the completion of

ff with respect to P. Here is an application of Theorem 1 to continuous

Gaussian processes.

Theorem 2. Let (fi, SF, P, {Xt, O^t^l}) be a Gaussian process with

continuous sample paths and with E(Xt) = 0. If G is a measurable sub-

group of fi, then either P(G) = 0 or P(G) = 1.

Proof. Referring to (2), define k on fi into Rx by

(4) «(«) = tti(«),fc(«), • • ■,£.(«),•■ •)•

The definition of the £„'s shows that k is 7 — 03 measurable. The

Karhunen-Loeve expansion shows that k is measure preserving in the

sense that P o k-1 =/x, so the measurability holds even if £F and <B°° are

replaced by their completions under P and p. respectively. The proof

should now proceed in the obvious way: k is linear, so G' = k(G) is a

subgroup of R°° to which Theorem 1 applies, and Theorem 2 follows.

However, k(G) is a direct image under a measurable map, not an

inverse image, so its measurability is in question. To get around this

difficulty, we complicate the argument as follows. Let H be the set

of co's in fi for which the functions Xn(o), t) converge to X,(u) uni-

formly in t. Since Xn(oo, t) is JF-measurable for each fixed t, and since

a sequence of continuous functions converges uniformly on [0, 1 ] if

and only if it converges uniformly on, say, the binary rationals in

[0, l], it follows in a rather straightforward way that HE5. But H

is a group, and, by Theorem 3.1 of [2], P(H) = 1. Furthermore,

H' = k(H) is measurable, since (xi, x2, • • • )EH' if and only if the

functions zZt-i V^kXk&k(t) converge uniformly on [0, l] as ra—»».
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In fact it is easy to see that k induces a one-to-one bimeasurable and

measure-preserving correspondence between H and H', the bimeasur-

ability holding even if JF and (BM are enlarged to their respective com-

pletions. Now suppose that P(G) > 0. Let Gi = GC\H; Gi is also a

group, and P(Gi) =P(G). Also because of bimeasurability G2 — k(GC\H)

is measurable. Thus C72 is a measurable subgroup of A°°, and Theorem

1 applies. Since p(G2)=P(Gi)=P(G)>0,p(Gi) = l, soP(G) = l. The
proof is complete.

Cameron and Graves (Theorem 3 of [l]) have proved this result

in the case where {Xt, O^t^l} is the Wiener process and where G,

in addition to being a group, is closed under scalar multiplication by

rationals. Examples of subgroups G of C[0, l] to which Theorem

2 is applicable are given by (1) the set of all/£C[0, l] for which

/o ty(t)f(t)dt< «>, where ^ is a fixed measurable but unbounded func-

tion on [0, 1 ], or an arbitrary member of some class of such functions,

(2) the set of all members of C[0, l] satisfying a Lipschitz or Holder

condition.

Using completely different techniques, Kallianpur [3] has shown

that P(G) is 0 or 1 even if the Gaussian process has discontinuous

paths, provided G is a measurable r-module, that is, a group closed

under multiplication by rationals. It would be interesting to exhibit

a case for which G is a group, P(G) = 1, but G is not a module. Kallian-

pur also shows that if G is a group belonging not only to the ^-com-

pletion of 03™ but to ffi=° itself, then P(G) =0 or P(G) = 1. Again, this
result does not require the path continuity of the process. His results

render almost inescapable the conjecture that the condition of sample

path continuity can be dropped from our Theorem 2.
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